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QUESTION 1

You have a dataset created for multiclass classification tasks that contains a normalized numerical feature set with
10,000 data points and 150 features. 

You use 75 percent of the data points for training and 25 percent for testing. You are using the scikit-learn machine
learning library in Python. You use X to denote the feature set and Y to denote class labels. 

You create the following Python data frames: 

You need to apply the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method to reduce the dimensionality of the feature set to 10
features in both training and testing sets. How should you complete the code segment? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: PCA(n_components = 10) 

Need to reduce the dimensionality of the feature set to 10 features in both training and testing sets. 

Example: 

from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 

pca = PCA(n_components=2) ;2 dimensions 

principalComponents = pca.fit_transform(x) 

Box 2: pca 

fit_transform(X[, y])fits the model with X and apply the dimensionality reduction on X. 

Box 3: transform(x_test) 

transform(X) applies dimensionality reduction to X. 

References: 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.decomposition.PCA.html 

 

QUESTION 2

You are solving a classification task. 
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You must evaluate your model on a limited data sample by using k-fold cross-validation. You start by configuring a k
parameter as the number of splits. 

You need to configure the k parameter for the cross-validation. 

Which value should you use? 

A. k=1 

B. k=10 

C. k=0.5 

D. k=0.9 

Correct Answer: B 

Leave One Out (LOO) cross-validation 

Setting K = n (the number of observations) yields n-fold and is called leave-one out cross-validation (LOO), a special
case of the K-fold approach. 

LOO CV is sometimes useful but typically doesn\\'t shake up the data enough. The estimates from each fold are highly
correlated and hence their average can have high variance. This is why the usual choice is K=5 or 10. It provides a
good 

compromise for the bias-variance tradeoff. 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a batch inference pipeline by using the Azure ML SDK. You run the pipeline by using the following code: 

from azureml.pipeline.core import Pipeline 

from azureml.core.experiment import Experiment 

pipeline = Pipeline(workspace=ws, steps=[parallelrun_step]) pipeline_run = Experiment(ws,
\\'batch_pipeline\\').submit(pipeline) 

You need to monitor the progress of the pipeline execution. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: DE 

A batch inference job can take a long time to finish. This example monitors progress by using a Jupyter widget. You can
also manage the job\\'s progress by using: 

1.

 Azure Machine Learning Studio. 

2.

 Console output from the PipelineRun object. 

from azureml.widgets import RunDetails RunDetails(pipeline_run).show()
pipeline_run.wait_for_completion(show_output=True) Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-use-parallel-run-step#monitor-the- parallel-run-job 

 

QUESTION 4

You use the following Python code in a notebook to deploy a model as a web service: 

from azureml.core.webservice import AciWebservice

from azureml.core.model import InferenceConfig 
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inference_config = InferenceConfig(runtime=\\'python\\', source_directory=\\'model_files\\', entry_script=\\'score.py\\',
conda_file=\\'env.yml\\') 

deployment_config = AciWebservice.deploy_configuration(cpu_cores=1, memory_gb=1)

service = Model.deploy(ws, \\'my-service\\', [model], inference_config, deployment_config)

service.wait_for_deployment(True) 

The deployment fails. 

You need to use the Python SDK in the notebook to determine the events that occurred during service deployment an
initialization. 

Which code segment should you use? 

A. service.state 

B. service.get_logs() 

C. service.serialize() 

D. service.environment 

Correct Answer: B 

The first step in debugging errors is to get your deployment logs. In Python: service.get_logs() 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-troubleshoot-deployment 

 

QUESTION 5

You are in the process of carrying out feature engineering on a dataset. 

You want to add a feature to the dataset and fill the column value. 

Recommendation: You must make use of the Group Categorical Values Azure Machine Learning Studio module. 

Will the requirements be satisfied? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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